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CHARACTERS - THE HOODLUM.

Directed by S. A. Franklin.
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©CIL 14081 "T H E HOOD L U M".
Synopsis.

v Adapted from "BURKSES AM-" by Julie M. Lippman.
4 4 •; ft "H •- vi' T)\L .L i v. C? *, «* & 1? C"-A •• ■’ U-J0 V* *' ^ si 0 ...Scenario by Bernard McConville.

Her mother dead, her father a dreamer, his time 
taken up with sociological writing and lecturing, Amy Burke 
lives with her maternal grandfather, Alexander Guthrie, a 
modern Croesus who is both respected and feared in the 
financial world. It is to Amy alone that he shows his 
softer side, and she is in a fair way to being hopelessly spoiled 
by his indulgence, when we first meet her. A high priced roadster 
diverts most of her attention from her lessons. Reared by a private 
tutor, employed to suvervise her education, but Amy shamfully 
neglects her studies, wheedling the tutor, who is more or less 
awed by the wealth and position of the family, in-fco allowing her 
to slide through without applying herself as her grandfather be
lieves she is doing.

He has also presented her with a high powered roadster 
which she pilots at a reckless pace, paying no heed to the advice 
of the groom who always accompanies her - one of her few concessions 
to "Grandaddy’s authority.

In short, although she is still in her teens, Amy does 
almost exactly as she pleases, coaxing Guthrie to give in to all 
her whims, sure of her success because of his great love for her.

The trunks are all packed for a long talked of trip 
to Europe, but Amy is not so sure after all, that she really wants 
to go. When her father unexpectedly comes in after one of his 
frequent absences on lecture tours, she instantly decides that she 
will not accompany Guthrie, but will remain in New York with her 
father. Even Burke’s description of his little flat in Craigen 
Street fails to change her mind, and she bravely goes downstairs



to tell her grandfather of her change In plans.
Anger, disappointment and jealousy for Burke are all 

instrumental in causing Guthrie to be harsh with Amy for the first 
time in her pampered life, but even this does not shake her 
decision, and the next day she leaves the Guthrie mansion with 
her father, her grandfather refusing to bid her goodbye.

Amy finds Craigen Street something absolutely different 
than anything she has seen in her previous environment. The people 
with their frank curiosity about her, and their friendly overtures, 
are distasteful, but her father, who sees that she can easily ruin 
his years of work among the tenement dwellers by her superior manner, 
points out how easily she can jeopardize his life’s work, and she 
decides to make herself one of.them.

In her efforts to be as the other girls in the neighbor
hood, Amy dresses herself in eccentric style, assumes the jargon of 
the tenements, shoots crap with the boys, dances to the music of 
hurdy-gurdies, and gradually she comes to understand and like these
people. She finds that their hearts and souls are much as those of 
the people among whom she was raised, and she takes pleasure in doing 
what little she is able to alleviate the siffering of the more 
unfortunate.

She discovers that her education does not at all compare 
with that of the girls who attend the public achool to which Burke 
is sending her, and she takes her chagrin to Peter Cooper, and old 
be-whiskered, slightly crippled fellow who had made his appearance 
in Craigen Street shortly after Amy and her father had arrived. He 
and Amy have become great friends, and he tries to encourage her to 
study harder and catch up with the rest of her class.

Another dweller in the tenements with whom Amy has 
become friendly is young John Graham who makes a somewhat scanty 
living by his cartoons. Amy has evolved a system of bells by which 
she occasionally furnished him with clean towels, hot water or coffee, 
sending these articles to him across the alley via the clothes line.



One night while Amy ia washing the dishes, having sent 
their one maid of all work home early, Amy sees a strange man in 
Graham*s room, With her new creed of doing all she can to help 
the other fellow, Amy clambers out upon the fire escape, climbs to ' 
the roof, runs across it and starts down the escape over Graham’s 
window. Her foot however strikes a milk bottle which drops noisly, 
startles her and sends her scurrying to the roof.

Meanwhile, the man in Graham’s room has heard footsteps 
coming up the stairs and he too has taken to the fire escape. Just 
as Graham enters his room, the bottle of milk lands outside his 
window and spills all over the detective viho has just reached the alley. 
Graham runs to the window, hears Amy’s feet on the roof above, and start 
in pursuit.

After the chase on the roof and his capture of Amy, she 
explains her presence by saying a thief was in his room. Graham then 
confesses to her that he has served a term in the penitentiary through 
the efforts of millionaire Guthrie who had used him as the scapegoat 
in some crooked deal. Amy is dumbfounded but does not give herself 
away. Instead her quick little brain maps out a plan of action which 
she finally persuades him to follow.

We find them next just stealing into the Guthrie mansion 
which has been closed during the owner’s sojourn abroad. Amy leads 
Graham to the safe where is the evidence that will prove his innocence, 
and just as they secure it, the detectiv® who hae had Graham under 
surveillance, turn on the lights in the study.

Guthrie comes down the great staircase to discover the 
cause of the disturbance, just in time to catch Amy who has made a 
bolt for freedom. The amazement is mutual - she thinking he was still 
in Europe, and he at recognizing his granddaughter in the clothes of 
a boy, in the act of apparently robbing his house. He dismisses the 
detectives, assuring them he will be responsible, and he and Amy go 
into the study where Graham is waiting, fearing this may mean another



prison tefm for him.
Amy's new understanding of life and human nature, and 

GrahamTs story of her grandfather1s unscrupulous methods paramount 
in her mind gives her the courage to defy Guthrie and demand that 
he exonerate Graham.

The dramatic scene is spoiled by the entrance of pish 
Lowry, Amy's particular Craigen Street pal, dressed in a suit of 
Guthrie's pajamas. Dish calls Guthrie "Peter Cooper" and asks Amy 
if she has been adopted too.

Thus it develops that Peter Cooper was in reality 
Alexander Guthrie, whose love for Amy had prompted him to disguise 
himself and take up his abode in Craigen Street while he was 
ostensibly in Surope.

As soon as Amy realizes this fact, she knows that all 
is well, for the character of Peter Cooper she knows and loves as 
being essentially fair, kind and generous, and we leave them with 
the hint of future romance for ^my and Graham, the promise oi 
vindication for Graham's honor, and the assurance that what they 
have both learned among the poorer people will be remembered and 
used for the betterment of all unfortunates.
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